The optical switching times of liquid-crystal cells using 5CB, 5OCB and PCH5 liquid crystal materials have been characterized as a function of applied voltage, V, and temperature, T. The transition time from 90 to 10 % transmission scales as V -2 and is limited to 50 to 30 ns by the breakdown electric field, ~ 10 6 V cm -1 of the liquid crystal. The time from the initial voltage step to 90 % transmission, delay time, decreases with increasing voltage and approaches a constant value at higher electric fields, >10 5 V cm -1 . Both the transition and delay times decrease with increasing temperature. The minimum transition times at temperatures a few degrees below the nematic-isotropic temperature are 32, 32, and 44 ns and delay times are 44, 25 and 8 ns for 5CB, 5OCB, and PCH5 respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Large area, > 0.1 cm 2 , fast, < 1 ms, optical shutters have applications in recording images of laser and chemically driven explosions. Mechanical shutters have frame rates of up to 25x10 6 fps for 125 frames 1 and the simpler and more compact electronic shutters using a gated charge-coupled-device, CCD, array have frame rates of 2x10 6 fps for 50 frames. 2 This article reports on a simple twisted-nematic liquid-crystal shutter with demonstrated shutter times of 30 to 50 ns. This fast switching when combined with a CCD array could represent a third approach with frame rates exceeding 10 6 for more than a 1000 frames.
Liquid crystal shutters are limited by two time constants: the switching time to rotate the liquid-crystal directorate under the application of an electric field and the recovery time after the electric field is removed. While the recovery time is entirely dependent upon the properties of the liquid crystal, the switching time also depends on the applied electric field. For repetitive optical systems, as with flat panel displays, both the switching and recovery times are important, but for recording one-time images only the switching time is important. This article addresses the limitations in the switching times for twisted-nematic liquid-crystal, 5CB, 5OCB and PCH5, shutters.
EXPERIMENT
The liquid-crystal cells used with these experiments have an active area of 0.1 cm 2 and gap thickness of either 5 or 10 μm. The cell walls consisted of 10 Ω/square ITO-coated 2.5x2.5-cm glass plates from a commercial source. Small surface hillocks in the ITO, which limited the cell breakdown voltage, were removed using a syton polish. Standard photolithography and wet chemical etching using one of several etching solutions, 3 5 ml of HNO 3 , 20 ml HCl, and 75 ml DI at 60 °C, were used to pattern the ITO film. A stencil mask and E-beam evaporation were used to form a patterned metal film, comprising 10 nm Ti, 100 nm Al, and 10 nm Ti, which provided electrical contact and decreased the cell resistance. Additional lithography was used to define a 5 μm-thick photoresist spacer and the 0.1 cm 2 active area. Just before assembly, the plates were rubbed on a lint free cloth to obtain a 90°-nematic-twist cell. The cells were assembled by placing the desired liquid crystal in the active area of one glass plate, heating the assembly a few degrees above the nematic isotropic temperature, T N-I , and clamping a second plate on top in a vacuum, < 10 Pa. If both plates have the 5-μm-photoresist spacers then the gap thickness is 10 μm. If only one plate has a spacer then the gap is 5 μm. The spacing was checked by measuring the change in cell capacitance as a function of AC bias voltage.
The measurement system consisted of a HeNe laser producing ~ 10 mW of 632 nm polarized light. The light passes through a liquid-crystal cell and into a polarizing-cube-beam splitter. The intensity of each beam was monitored by a fast Si photodiode and recorded by a digital oscilloscope with a 2 ns rise time. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. Figure 1 . Experimental setup and the definition of delay time and transition time. One of the shortest measured delay times is shown using liquid crystal, PCH5. The cell equivalent circuit (for a cell gap of 5 μm) and the circuitry used to drive the cell are discussed elsewhere 4 . The output from the Si photodiodes is recorded on a digital oscilloscope, which is triggered by the rising portion of the voltage applied to the liquid-crystal cell.
Prior to optical switching the liquid-crystal cell is biased with the application of an AC or in some cases a DC voltage, of 1 to 2 V to cause a pretilt of the liquid-crystal directorate which significantly reduces the delay and transition times. This bias has an undesirable side effect of reducing the optical transmission by ~10%. A drive voltage of 10 to 900 V is applied to the liquid crystal cell to change the polarization of light, diverting the light from photodiode A to photodiode B, as shown in Fig. 1 . Once the liquid crystal cell is optically switched the drive voltage is removed.
SIMPLE MODELING
The transition time of a twisted-nematic liquid-crystal cell for electric fields, >10
4 V cm -1 , is given by eq. 1. 
RESULTS
The drive voltage pulse was varied from 20 to 900 V and the delay and transition times were measured as depicted in Figs. 1, 4 , 5, and 6. The transitions times monotonically decrease with increasing drive voltage, but the delay times approach a constant value at high electric fields. For 5CB the overall switching time, delay plus transition time, is dominated by the delay time, thus an increase in drive voltage will have a reduced effect on the switching time. However, the delay time for PCH5 continues to decrease with increasing electric field and its switching time is dominated by the transition time for electric fields up to 10 6 V cm -1 . . The cell gap was 10 μm for 5CB and 5OCB and 5 μm for PCH5.
DISCUSSION
The application of very large electric fields on liquid crystal cells demonstrates that the liquid crystal transition time is dependent upon the ratio of the rotational viscosity to the change in the dielectric constant, γ /Δε, and varies as ~E -2 . The transition time is limited by the electric field break down ~ 10 6 V cm -1 for these experiments. At high electric fields the delay time for 5CB and 5OCB is limited by a property of the liquid crystal. Several groups have correlated the switching time of a liquid crystal with its dielectric response. 9, 10 The dielectric response time near the T N-I temperature is the shortest for 5OCB, 2.5 ns, followed by PCH5, 6.0 ns, and finally 5CB at 16 ns. 11 We are uncertain that our results can be attributed to the dielectric response time.
Comparison of our result with those of Clark et. al. 12 is shown in Figure 7 . He uses a larger switching electric field, 1.2x10 6 V cm -1 . The largest electric field that would give consistent results for our set up was 8-9x10 5 V cm -1
. In spite of this, our delay and transition times were shorter. This may be a result of the bias voltage we used to pretilt the liquid crystal for this report. Clark used a rubbed polymer giving a fixed the pretilt. The polymer reduces the electric field applied to the liquid crystal and might not result in the optimum pretilt. 
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